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Arrest Summary Report 
February 14 - 27, 2019 

 
To request a public document, contact the USCP Reports Processing Section:  

(202) 593-4099 
 

You may also contact the USCP Public Information Office with questions:  (202) 224-1677 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FAILURE TO ID SELF 
2/13/2019  9:47   190213000483 
R/O observed a vehicle traveling westbound in the 100 block of Independence Avenue, SW, displaying 
expired tags.  A traffic stop was conducted in the same location.  A WALES/NCIC check revealed no 
permit on file.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
CROWDING OBSTRUCTING INCOMMODING DC CODE 22-1307 
2/13/2019  11:32   190213000489 
Multiple Officers observed the Suspects disrupting a Congressional committee hearing by holding up 
signs and shouting in room 2172 of the Rayburn House Office Building.  The Suspects were warned to 
cease and desist with their unlawful demonstration activities, but they failed to stop.  Two Suspects 
were placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing. 
 
 
TRAFFIC - DUI ALCOHOL OR DRUGS 
2/14/2019  1:25   190214000501 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE: TRAFFIC - PERMIT - NO VALID 
R/O observed a vehicle traveling westbound in the 200 block of Constitution Avenue, NW, with no 
headlights on.  A traffic stop was conducted in the same location.  While talking with the Suspect, R/O 
detected an odor of an alcoholic beverage emitting from the Suspect's breath.  A WALES/NCIC check 
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revealed the Suspect's permit was suspended in Ohio with no status in the District of Columbia, 
Maryland, or Virginia.  SFSTs were conducted and, due to numerous signs of impairment, the Suspect 
was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
DISORDERLY CONDUCT - MISD 
2/14/2019  10:50   190214000504 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE:  ASSUALT ON A POLICE OFFICER - MISDEMEANOR 
R/O responded to the U.S. Botanic Garden for a welfare check.  A Witness advised R/O that the 
Suspect was banging on the bathroom doors.  R/O entered the men’s restroom and directed the 
Suspect to exit the room, which the Suspect ignored.  R/O attempted to place the Suspect in custody, 
when he began to scream and resist arrest.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to 
Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
TRAFFIC - PERMIT-NO VALID 
2/14/2019  21:58   190214000522 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE: POSSESSION OF OPEN CONTAINER OF ALCOHOL - VEHICLE 
R/O observed a vehicle traveling eastbound in the 100 block of C Street, NW, with expired tags.  A 
traffic stop was conducted in the 300 block of First Street, NW.  A WALES/NCIC check revealed the 
Suspect's permit was suspended in Maryland with no status in the District of Columbia or Virginia. 
R/O also recovered what appeared to be an alcoholic beverage from the floor board behind the 
driver’s seat.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
CROWDING OBSTRUCTING INCOMMODING DC CODE 22-1307 
2/14/2019  22:00   190214000514 
Multiple Officers observed numerous Suspects sitting in a hallway, chanting, and disrupting normal 
building operations in the Atrium of the Hart Senate Office Building.  The Suspects were warned to 
cease and desist with their unlawful demonstration activities, but they failed to stop.  Eight Suspects 
were placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
CROWDING OBSTRUCTING INCOMMODING DC CODE 22-1307 
2/14/2019  22:00   190214000510 
Multiple Officers observed numerous Suspects sitting in the hallway, chanting, and disrupting normal 
building operations outside of room 306 in the Hart Senate Office Building.  The Suspects were warned 
to cease and desist with their unlawful demonstration activities, but they failed to stop.  Eleven 
Suspects were placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing. 
 
 
TRAFFIC - PERMIT -OPERATING AFTER REVOCATION 
2/15/2019  18:43   190215000531 
R/O observed a vehicle displaying expired tags and conducted a traffic stop in the 400 block of North 
Capitol Street, NW.  A WALES/NCIC check revealed the Suspect's permit was revoked in the District of 
Columbia.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for processing. 
 
 
TRAFFIC - PERMIT -OPERATING AFTER REVOCATION 
2/16/2019  18:13   190216000536 
R/O observed a vehicle displaying expired tags in the unit block of First Street, NE.  A traffic stop was 
conducted in the unit block of First Street, NW.  A WALES/NCIC check revealed the Suspect’s permit 
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was revoked in the District of Columbia.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to 
Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
TRAFFIC - ALTERED TAGS 
2/19/2019  21:19   190219000555 
R/O, while on patrol, observed a vehicle traveling in the 500 block of North Capitol Street NE, 
displaying a tag that appeared to have an altered expiration date.  R/O conducted a rolling tag check, 
which revealed the tags were expired.  A traffic stop was conducted in the 600 block of North Capitol 
Street, NE.  CSS responded to process the scene.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and 
transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
TRAFFIC - PERMIT-NO VALID 
2/21/2019  16:07   190221000565 
R/O observed a vehicle traveling westbound pass through a solid red traffic signal in the intersection 
of First Street and Independence Avenue, SW.  R/O conducted a traffic stop in the 200 block of 
Independence Avenue, SW.  A WALES/NCIC check revealed the Suspect had a suspended license in the 
state of Tennessee with no status in the District of Columbia.  The Suspect was placed under arrest 
and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
UTTERING 
2/22/2019  22:00   190222000575 
R/O responded to room H-2196 of the Ford House Office Building for the report of a forged check.  
R/O met with the Complainant who explained the signature on the check did not match any records on 
file for the owner of the check.  The owner of the check was contacted and confirmed they did not 
know the Suspect, nor did they write a check to the Suspect.  CID and CSS responded and processed 
the scene.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and was transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
TRAFFIC - PERMIT-NO VALID 
2/22/2019  7:13   190222000572 
R/O observed a traffic accident in the unit block of D Street, NW.  A WALES/NCIC check of the 
Suspect’s driver’s license revealed it was suspended in Maryland, with no status in the District of 
Columbia or Virginia.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for 
processing.  
 
 
FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE 
2/22/2019  21:16   190222000579 
R/O observed the Suspect smoking a brown-colored substance at 50 Massachusetts Avenue, NE.  A stop 
was conducted at that location.  A WALES/NCIC check revealed an extraditable warrant through the 
U.S. Marshals Service for a parole violation.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to 
Headquarters for processing. 
 
 
TRAFFIC - PERMIT-NO VALID 
2/23/2019  17:02   190223000585 
R/O observed a vehicle pass through a solid red light at the intersection of E Street and Columbus 
Circle, NE.  A traffic stop was conducted in the unit block of E Street, NW.  A WALES/NCIC check 
revealed the Suspect’s permit was suspended in Maryland with no status in Virginia or the 
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District of Columbia.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for 
processing. 
 
 
TRAFFIC - PERMIT-NO VALID 
2/24/2019  17:00   190224000587 
R/O responded to the 200 block of Independence Avenue, SW, to assist with a traffic stop.  The 
stopped vehicle was observed driving through a red light at the intersection of Third Street and 
Independence Avenue, SW.  A WALES/NCIC check revealed the Suspect's permit was suspended in 
Maryland with no status in Virginia or the District of Columbia.  The Suspect was placed under arrest 
and transported to Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
CROWDING OBSTRUCTING INCOMMODING DC CODE 22-1307 
2/25/2019  11:51   190225000596 
R/O observed multiple Suspects outside of room 317 in the Russell Senate Office Building chanting and 
displaying signs while prohibiting the free flow of pedestrian traffic.  The Suspects were warned to 
cease and desist with their unlawful demonstration activities, but they failed to do so.  Forty-two 
Suspects were placed under arrest and transported to 67 K Street for processing.  
 
 
CTR 16.10 OPEN FLAME, GAS GENERATOR, INCENDIARY DEVICES 
2/25/2019  12:51   190225000597 
R/O, while conducting crowd control at Delaware Avenue and C Street, NE, observed an individual who 
appeared to be playing and fidgeting with an unknown object.  A stop was conducted when it was 
confirmed that the Suspect was in possession of fireworks.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and 
transported to Headquarters for processing. 
 
 
TRAFFIC - PERMIT-NO VALID 
2/26/2019  15:54   190226000614 
R/O responded to the unit block of First Street, NE, for a report of a traffic accident.  A WALES/NCIC 
check of the Suspect's permit revealed it was suspended in Maryland with no status in Virginia or the 
District of Columbia.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to Headquarters for 
processing.  
 
 
PPW-A - MISD 
2/26/2019  16:14   190226000615 
R/O, while conducting an administrative search at the South Capitol Street entrance of the Rayburn 
House Office Building, observed what appeared to be brass knuckles on the x-ray machine.  Upon 
further investigation, R/O discovered brass knuckles in a jacket pocket, which was inside a backpack.  
CSS responded to process the scene.  The Suspect was placed under arrest and transported to 
Headquarters for processing.  
 
 
 
 


